March 9, 2022
The Honorable Merrick B. Garland
Attorney General
United States Department of Justice
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20530
Dear Attorney General Garland,
We write to alert the Department of Justice to potentially criminal conduct by Amazon
and certain of its executives.
Last Congress, the U.S. House of Representatives’ Committee on the Judiciary
(Committee) conducted an extensive investigation into competition in digital markets. During
that investigation, and in follow-up inquiries, Amazon engaged in a pattern and practice of
misleading conduct that suggests it was “acting with an improper purpose” “to influence,
obstruct, or impede” the Committee’s investigation and inquiries.1
In its first appearance before the Committee during the investigation, Amazon lied
through a senior executive’s sworn testimony that Amazon did not use any of the troves of data it
had collected on its third-party sellers to compete with them. But credible investigative reporting
showed otherwise. For instance, The Wall Street Journal reported that, although Amazon “has
long asserted, including to Congress, that when it makes and sells its own products, it doesn’t use
information it collects from the site’s individual third-party sellers,” “interviews with more than
20 former employees of Amazon’s private-label business and documents reviewed by The Wall
Street Journal reveal that employees did just that.”2 The Committee’s investigation uncovered
similar evidence from former Amazon employees, as well as current and former sellers.
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Throughout the course of the Committee’s investigation, Amazon attempted to cover up
its lie by offering ever-shifting explanations of what it called its “Seller Data Protection Policy.”
Among other things, in written statements to the Committee, Amazon made a distinction
between the “individual” seller data that Amazon supposedly protected and the “aggregated”
seller data that its private-label business could use. Yet Amazon’s representations were
misleading. Reports revealed not only that the claimed distinction was meaningless for certain
products, but also that Amazon employees regularly violated the policy—and senior officials
knew it. On October 13, 2021, for example, Reuters published its findings “based on internal
Amazon documents that provide a rare, unvarnished look, in the company’s own words, into
business practices that it has denied for years.”3
A similar story unfolded for Amazon’s representations about manipulation of consumers’
search results. The same senior Amazon official testified that Amazon’s search algorithms did
not preference its private-label products over third-party sellers’ products. But again, credible
investigative reporting showed otherwise. On October 14, 2021, The Markup reported that,
although “Amazon told Congress in 2019 that its search results do not take into account whether
a product is an Amazon-owned brand,” The Markup’s investigation revealed that “Amazon
places products from its house brands and products exclusive to the site ahead of those from
competitors.”4 In response to Committee inquiries, Amazon responded only that it “occasionally
surface[s] promotions for its own products” with labels such as “featured from our brands.”5 It
failed to respond specifically to The Markup’s claim that, in the grid that customers would view
as containing organic search results, Amazon regularly listed its own products ahead of other
products with higher customer ratings and more sales.
After Amazon was caught in a lie and repeated misrepresentations, it stonewalled the
Committee’s efforts to uncover the truth. The Committee gave Amazon a final opportunity to
provide evidence either correcting the record or corroborating the representations it had made to
the Committee under oath and in written statements. Instead of taking advantage of this
opportunity to provide clarity, however, Amazon offered conclusory denials of adverse facts. In
a November 1, 2021 communication to the Committee, a senior Amazon official dismissed the
reports as inaccurate, attributing them to “key misunderstandings and speculation.”6 And in three
subsequent meetings with Committee staff, outside counsel from a different law firm from the
one that had been representing Amazon in communications with the Committee reported that
Amazon had performed multiple internal investigations—the most recent of which was led by a
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different, third law firm. According to counsel, Amazon’s investigations had uncovered no
evidence that its employees regularly and intentionally misused third-party seller data. Counsel
further insisted that Amazon’s algorithms did not list Amazon products first in consumer search
results. When the Committee asked for the business records that proved these claims, however,
Amazon refused to provide them. Following these meetings, Amazon’s outside counsel from its
original law firm reiterated in a letter to the Committee that Amazon would not provide any
“documents relating to” its most recent internal investigation.7
Without producing any evidence to the contrary, Amazon has left standing what appear to
be false and misleading statements to the Committee. It has refused to turn over business
documents or communications that would either corroborate its claims or correct the record. And
it appears to have done so to conceal the truth about its use of third-party sellers’ data to
advantage its private-label business and its preferencing of private-label products in search
results—subjects of the Committee’s investigation. As a result, we have no choice but to refer
this matter to the Department of Justice to investigate whether Amazon and its executives
obstructed Congress in violation of applicable federal law.
A. Obstruction of Congress
As you are aware, “[w]hoever corruptly . . . influences, obstructs, or impedes or
endeavors to influence, obstruct, or impede . . . the due and proper exercise of the power of
inquiry under which any inquiry or investigation is being had by either House, or any committee
of either House,” commits a federal crime.8 The elements of the crime of obstruction of Congress
are: “(1) that there was [a congressional inquiry or investigation]; (2) that the defendant was
aware of that proceeding; and (3) that the defendant intentionally endeavored corruptly to
influence, obstruct or impede the pending proceeding.”9 “Corruptly” in this context means
“acting with an improper purpose, personally or by influencing another, including making a false
or misleading statement, or withholding, concealing, altering, or destroying a document or other
information.”10
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B. Amazon’s Knowing Participation in the Committee’s Digital-Markets
Investigation and Subsequent Inquiries
On June 3, 2019, the House Judiciary Committee announced a bipartisan investigation
into competition in digital markets, led by the Subcommittee on Antitrust, Commercial, and
Administrative Law (Subcommittee).11 The purposes of the investigation were to: (1) document
competition problems in digital markets; (2) examine whether dominant firms are engaging in
anticompetitive conduct; and (3) assess whether existing antitrust laws, competition policies, and
current enforcement levels are adequate to address these issues. The Committee initiated the
investigation in response to broad-ranging investigative reporting, and activity by policymakers
and enforcers, that raised serious concerns about the platforms’ incentives and ability to harm the
competitive process.
The Committee’s investigation included inquiry into the business practices of Amazon,
the dominant marketplace in the United States for online shopping.12 One area of interest was
(and remains) Amazon’s dual role as both the operator of a dominant online marketplace and a
competitor in that marketplace. As marketplace operator, Amazon has access to enormous
amounts of data on both its consumer-customers and its third-party sellers—such as which
products customers are searching for, viewing, and buying, and at what prices. As marketplace
competitor, Amazon also sells and advertises its own private-label products. Amazon’s dual role
creates an inherent conflict of interest—and gives Amazon the incentive and ability to use its
position as marketplace operator unfairly to its advantage as a marketplace seller. Accordingly,
the Committee examined whether Amazon uses third-party seller data to develop and market its
own products to compete with third-party sellers on its marketplace and whether Amazon
advantages its own products over other sellers’ products in search results.13
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Amazon, through its executives, participated in the investigation through sworn
testimony14 and written submissions.15 Amazon’s testimony and correspondence repeatedly
demonstrated its knowledge of the investigation and the goals of the Committee.16
C. Amazon’s Efforts to Influence, Obstruct, or Impede the Committee’s
Investigation Corruptly
The Committee’s interactions with Amazon over the course of the past two-and-a-half
years have followed an unfortunately consistent pattern. Amazon provides testimony, written
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statements, or other correspondence that denies the competitive use of third-party seller data or
the preferencing of its own products in search results; credible investigative reporting quotes
current or former Amazon employees or sellers who contradict those representations; and the
Committee asks Amazon to reconcile the discrepancy with supporting evidence—which Amazon
does not offer. Under these circumstances, Amazon and its executives appear to have been
“acting with an improper purpose” “to influence, obstruct, or impede . . . the due and proper
exercise of the power of inquiry under which any inquiry or investigation is being had.”17
1. Amazon’s Competitive Use of Third-Party Seller Data
a. Amazon’s Initial Testimony and Subsequent Contrary Reporting
The problem began with Amazon’s initial testimony to the Committee. On July 16, 2019,
Amazon represented, through the sworn testimony of its Associate General Counsel for
Competition, Nate Sutton,18 that “we do not use any seller data for—to compete with them [i.e.,
third-party sellers].”19 Mr. Sutton offered this statement in response to a question from
Representative Pramila Jayapal (D-WA), who had asked whether Amazon “devote[s] any
resources to identifying the most popular brands and products sold using the Amazon interface,”
such as “track[ing] the most popular non-Amazon brands that are sold in houseware divisions or
the brand of size 14 pants that sold most often or any other product like that.”20 Representative
Jayapal noted her concern that, “essentially you have this massive trove of data, right, people that
are buying products on your platform, and so you’re able to see which are the ones that are doing
really, really well, like that size 14 pant or that houseware that’s being sold.”21 She asked again:
“Do you track that and then do you create products that directly compete with those most popular
brands that are out there?”22 Mr. Sutton responded that “data on popularity of products like much
retail data is actually public data,” but “[w]e do not use any of that specific seller data in creating
our own private brand products.”23
Mr. Sutton testified similarly in response to questions from Subcommittee Chairman
David N. Cicilline (D-RI). Chairman Cicilline followed up on Representative Jayapal’s line of
questioning: “You said we do not use seller data to compete with other sellers online. You do
collect enormous data about what products are popular, what’s selling, where they’re selling.
17
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You’re saying you don’t use that in any way to promote Amazon products?”24 Chairman
Cicilline further noted “I remind you, sir, you’re under oath.”25 Mr. Sutton answered, again, that
“we don’t use individual seller data to directly compete with them [i.e., third-party sellers].”26
Later, Mr. Sutton reiterated, “we do not use their [i.e., third-party sellers’] individual data when
we’re making decisions to launch private brands.”27
Two days after Mr. Sutton’s sworn testimony before the Committee, on July 18, 2019,
The Capitol Forum quoted a former Amazon employee who contradicted aspects of Mr. Sutton’s
testimony.28 Contrary to Mr. Sutton’s representation that Amazon did not use “any” third-party
seller data to compete with those sellers, the former employee said that Amazon “routinely
tracked the popularity of independent sellers’ products sold through its website.”29 “‘I used to
pull sellers’ data to look at what the best products were when I was there,’ said the former
employee, who worked in product management. ‘That was my job.’”30
As for Mr. Sutton’s testimony that Amazon did not use “individual” seller data for
competitive purposes, The Capitol Forum quoted the former Amazon employee as saying that
“[t]he wording of what these executives say is chosen very carefully.”31 According to that
employee, “Amazon may not use individual sellers’ data, but they do examine aggregate seller
data collected from multiple competing retailers.”32
b. Amazon’s Responses to the Committee’s Requests for Clarification
and More Contrary Reporting
Despite the reporting that called into question the truthfulness of Mr. Sutton’s testimony,
Amazon did not volunteer any clarifying explanation to the Committee. Instead, five days after
The Capitol Forum posted its article, on July 23, 2019, Subcommittee Chairman Cicilline sent a
letter to Amazon’s General Counsel, David Zapolsky, citing the article and noting that Mr.
Sutton’s testimony “has been contested by a former Amazon employee, raising questions about
the veracity of his [i.e., Mr. Sutton’s] responses under oath.”33 In addition, Chairman Cicilline
24
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wrote, Mr. Sutton had responded to questions “by offering either ancillary information or partial
and selective responses.”34 Chairman Cicilline thus requested clarification on, among other
things, Amazon’s competitive use of third-party seller data as “an opportunity for your company
to supplement his [i.e., Mr. Sutton’s] responses.”35
Mr. Zapolsky responded on behalf of Amazon on July 26, 2019.36 He conceded that,
contrary to Mr. Sutton’s sworn testimony, Amazon does in fact “use aggregated store data (e.g.,
total sales) and customer shopping behavior (e.g., search volume)” as “inputs to Amazon’s
private label strategy.”37 In addition, Mr. Zapolsky wrote, “[w]e also use data that we make
publicly available, including sales rank, product attributes, and customer ratings.”38 On the other
hand, Mr. Zapolsky contended, “we prohibit in our private label strategy the use of data related
specifically to individual sellers.”39 According to him, if a “product is only offered by a single
seller, . . . we do not use that data.”40 Mr. Zapolsky offered no further explanation of the
substance of Amazon’s policy on third-party seller data, the extent to which compliance with the
policy was monitored and enforced, or the distinction Amazon was drawing between “aggregate”
and “individual” seller data.
Amazon provided modest additional information in its October 11, 2019 response to
Subcommittee Chairman Cicilline’s post-hearing Questions for the Record for the hearing
witness, Mr. Sutton. Through its outside counsel “[o]n behalf of our client, Amazon.com, Inc.,”
rather than Mr. Sutton,41 Amazon represented that aggregated seller data is meaningfully distinct
from individual seller data: “‘Aggregated data’ is data that is aggregated across all third party
sellers and Amazon’s first party sales and is therefore not specific to an individual seller. It
includes data such as aggregate sales reports at a product category level.”42 Amazon also
represented that the distinction made a meaningful difference in Amazon’s business practices:
“Amazon prohibits Amazon’s private brand products business from using individual sellers’ data
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to decide which products to launch, and Amazon prohibits the use of individual sellers’ data to
make sourcing, pricing, or inventory decisions for its private brand products.”43
On April 23, 2020, The Wall Street Journal reported that, although Amazon “has long
asserted, including to Congress, that when it makes and sells its own products, it doesn’t use
information it collects from the site’s individual third-party sellers,” “interviews with more than
20 former employees of Amazon’s private-label business and documents reviewed by The Wall
Street Journal reveal that employees did just that.”44 “Such information can help Amazon decide
how to price an item, which features to copy or whether to enter a product segment based on its
earning potential, according to people familiar with the practice, including a current employee
and some former employees who participated in it.”45
The article referenced Amazon’s policy prohibiting its private-label business from using
individual third-party seller data but explained that “former employees and a current one said
those rules weren’t uniformly enforced. Employees found ways around them, according to some
former employees, who said using such data was a common practice that was discussed openly
in meetings they attended.”46 Indeed, “[p]ulling data on competitors, even individual sellers, was
‘standard operating procedure’ when making products such as electronics, suitcases, sporting
goods or other lines.”47 “In one instance, Amazon employees accessed documents and data about
a bestselling car-trunk organizer sold by a third-party vendor. The information included total
sales, how much the vendor paid Amazon for marketing and shipping, and how much Amazon
made on each sale. Amazon’s private-label arm later introduced its own car-trunk organizers.”48
In another instance, an “Amazon private-label employee pulled a year’s worth of [third-party
seller] Upper Echelon data when researching development of an Amazon-branded seat cushion,”
and then “AmazonBasics launched its own version.”49
The article also explained how the distinction that Amazon’s policy drew between
aggregate and individual data was meaningless for certain products. It provided an example
where one company’s product accounted for 99.95% of total sales in the car-trunk organizer
product category.50 Because the company’s sales were not 100% of that category, however,
Amazon considered that data aggregate rather than individual.51 As another example, the article
43
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explained, if there is only one original seller of a product, but Amazon resells returned or
damaged versions of that item through its Amazon Warehouse Deals program, Amazon
considers sales data for that product to be aggregate.52
c. Amazon’s Responses to Another Round of Requests for Clarification
and Amazon’s Additional Testimony, Followed by the Committee’s
Uncovering of More Contrary Facts
Yet again, despite reporting that called into question the truthfulness of Mr. Sutton’s
testimony as well as Amazon’s subsequent correspondence with the Committee, Amazon did not
volunteer any clarifying explanation to the Committee. Eight days after The Wall Street Journal
published its article, on May 1, 2020, the Committee sent a letter to Amazon’s then-CEO, Jeffrey
Bezos.53 The letter noted that The Wall Street Journal article “rais[es] questions about whether
executives implicitly encouraged or approved of” private-label employees’ use of individual
seller data “even if it violated formal company policy.”54 And, the letter warned, “[i]f the
reporting in the Wall Street Journal article is accurate, then statements Amazon made to the
Committee about the company’s business practices appear to be misleading, and possibly
criminally false or perjurious.”55
Brian Huseman, Amazon’s Vice President for Public Policy, responded to the
Committee’s letter on May 15, 2020.56 Mr. Huseman’s letter covered much the same ground as
had Amazon’s prior communications with the Committee. In response to the Committee’s
concerns over the efficacy of Amazon’s policy against competitive use of individual third-party
seller data—what Amazon calls the “Seller Data Protection Policy”—Mr. Huseman responded
that “we take the policy seriously, we train extensively on it, leadership reinforces that training,
we audit for compliance, we examine allegations of breaches of the policy, and we iterate and
improve based on what we learn.”57 Mr. Huseman acknowledged that The Wall Street Journal
article included “claims that employees intentionally violated our policy” and stated that “[w]e
are investigating those claims thoroughly now, and we look forward to sharing the results of that
investigation with you.”58 He further opined, in advance of the results of that investigation, that
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the article “conflates broader product pricing and top-seller data readily available to all and the
individual seller data our policy protects.”59
Over two months later, on July 29, 2020, Mr. Bezos testified before the Committee under
oath about Amazon’s Seller Data Protection Policy.60 Representative Jayapal asked, “does
Amazon ever access and use third-party seller data when making business decisions?”61 Mr.
Bezos responded: “I can’t answer that question yes or no. What I can tell you is we have a policy
against using seller-specific data to aid our private label business, but I can’t guarantee you that
that policy has never been violated.”62 Mr. Bezos stated to Representative Jayapal that he was
“familiar with” The Wall Street Journal’s reporting of violations of the policy and said that “we
continue to look into that very carefully. I’m not yet satisfied that we’ve gotten to the bottom of
it, and we’re going to keep looking at it.”63
During the same hearing, Representative Kelly Armstrong (R-ND) asked Mr. Bezos:
“[A]m I correct in my understanding that Amazon is conducting an internal investigation on the
use of third-party data?”64 Mr. Bezos responded: “Yes.”65 Representative Armstrong then asked:
“Will you commit to informing this committee on the outcome of that investigation, including on
the exact circumstances of when Amazon is allowed to view and/or use aggregate data?”66 And
Mr. Bezos answered: “Yes. Yes, we will do that.”67
Amazon submitted responses to the Committee’s post-hearing Questions for the Record
for Mr. Bezos on September 4, 202068—over four months after The Wall Street Journal article’s
publication. Multiple Committee members sought specific information about Amazon’s
compliance with its Seller Data Protection Policy, but Amazon’s answers were largely
incomplete and non-responsive. In answering Subcommittee Chairman Cicilline’s question,
“[w]hen and how did you first become aware of any incidents involving Amazon employees
accessing third-party seller data,” and what “actions . . . Amazon has taken to respond to these
incidents,” Amazon limited its response to two of the incidents already identified in The Wall
59
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Street Journal article.69 Amazon asserted that it had learned of those incidents from the article
and, in any event, “[t]he Journal’s reporting conflates product-pricing and top-seller data—both
of which are publicly displayed in Amazon’s store—with the individual seller data protected by
Amazon’s Seller Data Protection Policy.”70 Amazon did not provide the requested information
about any other incidents where employees accessed third-party seller data.
In his Questions for the Record, Representative Ken Buck (R-CO) noted that “Amazon is
conducting an investigation into the use of third-party company data to launch its own products”
and asked Mr. Bezos to “please list each alleged incident of misuse or Amazon policy violation
and your conclusion as to whether Amazon’s internal policies were violated.”71 Amazon did not
provide any such list but responded generally that “Amazon trains employees on the policy and
regularly audits its systems and processes for compliance,” and that “Amazon takes appropriate
action in response to any policy violations.”72
On October 4, 2020, Mr. Huseman sent the Committee a three-page letter on behalf of
Amazon informing the Committee that “Amazon’s investigation into the Wall Street Journal’s
allegations that Amazon employees violated the Seller Data Protection Policy is complete, and
we are satisfied that the results confirm, as with all our policies, the seriousness with which we
take this policy.”73 Mr. Huseman devoted barely two paragraphs to the investigation—and of
those paragraphs, a single sentence to Amazon’s relevant findings.74 According to Mr. Huseman,
“Amazon’s records of past data queries related to the two products cited in the Wall Street
Journal report show that a single former employee pulled and analyzed only aggregate data for
both products in compliance with the Seller Data Protection Policy.”75 Mr. Huseman did not
explain what constituted “Amazon’s records of past data queries” or provide those records to the
Committee for inspection. He also did not offer specific responses to any other of the allegations
in The Wall Street Journal article, such as those describing widespread violations of Amazon’s
Seller Data Protection Policy or those describing examples where the policy would not protect
individual seller data. Instead, Mr. Huseman stated generally that the article inaccurately
“appears to use the generic word ‘data’ to mean both single-seller or aggregate data” and offered
extraneous information that two of the affected third-party sellers identified in the article “have
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continued to succeed in Amazon’s store.”76 Mr. Huseman neither acknowledged nor explained,
however, his departure from his May 15, 2020 criticism of the article—that the problem instead
was that the article supposedly had conflated public single-seller data with non-public singleseller data.77
Even if Amazon had “satisfied” itself that Amazon employees took the Seller Data
Protection Policy seriously, other sources told a different story. The Committee heard repeated
concerns during its investigation that Amazon leverages its access to third-party sellers’ data to
identify and replicate popular and profitable products from among the hundreds of millions of
listings on its marketplace.78 Several interviews with former Amazon employees, as well as
current and former sellers, were consistent with the public reporting about Amazon’s misuse of
seller data.79 For example, in a submission to the Subcommittee, a former employee said:
In 2010, I started working on the Amazon marketplace team . . . . It was widely
known that many (10+) of my peers were running very successful [third-party]
accounts, where they were pulling private data on Amazon seller activity, so they
could figure out market opportunity, etc. Totally not legitimate, but no one
monitored or seemed to care.80
Referring to accessibility of third-party seller data, the same individual told Subcommittee staff,
“[i]t’s a candy shop, everyone can have access to anything they want,” and added, “[t]here’s a
rule, but there’s nobody enforcing or spot-checking. They just say, don’t help yourself to the
data[;] … it was ‘wink wink,’ don’t access.”81
Additional investigative reporting confirmed that Amazon’s private-label employees
regularly violated its Seller Data Protection Policy. According to an article published by Politico
on April 30, 2021, “[a]n internal audit seen by POLITICO warned Amazon’s senior leadership in
2015 that 4,700 of its workforce working on its own sales had unauthorized access to sensitive
third-party seller data on the platform—even identifying one case in which an employee used the
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access to improve sales.”82 “Amazon bigwigs including Jeff Wilke, the company’s number two
until he left in March this year, and current General Counsel David Zapolsky knew that
insufficiently robust access restrictions meant scores of insiders could inappropriately access
seller-specific data.”83 Although “Amazon middle management acknowledged and set out a plan
to remedy the problems raised in the report,” a “former information security insider called the
follow-up ‘murky’ and said problems related to the digital tool used to access accounts lasted at
least until 2018.”84
On October 13, 2021, Reuters reported similarly that Amazon “ran a systematic
campaign of creating knockoffs and manipulating search results to boost its own product lines in
India, one of the company’s largest growth markets.”85 This report was based on a review of
“thousands of pages of internal Amazon documents,” “including emails, strategy papers and
business plans.”86 According to Reuters, these internal documents showed a pattern of Amazon
“exploiting proprietary data from individual sellers to launch competing products and
manipulating search results to increase sales of the company’s own goods.”87
2. Amazon’s Preferencing of Its Own Products in Search Results
Amazon’s representations to the Committee concerning its methodology for displaying
search results to consumers also appear to have been misleading. During the Committee’s July
16, 2019 hearing, Subcommittee Chairman Cicilline noted that Amazon had the ability to
“manipulate algorithms on its platform and favor its own product.”88 Mr. Sutton testified in
response that “[o]ur algorithms, such as the buy box, is [sic] aimed to predict what customers
want to buy . . . [a]nd we apply the same criteria whether you’re a third-party seller or Amazon to
that because we want customers to make the right purchase regardless of whether it’s a seller or
Amazon.”89 Chairman Cicilline then asked: “So you’re telling us, sir, under oath that Amazon
does not use any of that data collected with respect to what is selling, where it’s selling, what
products to inform the decisions you make or to change algorithms to direct people to Amazon
products and prioritize Amazon and deprioritize competitors?”90 Mr. Sutton responded: “The
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algorithms are optimized to predict what customers want to buy regardless of the seller. We
provide the same criteria.”91
Amazon confirmed that it did not preference its own products in search results in its
October 11, 2019 responses to Subcommittee Chairman Cicilline’s post-hearing Questions for
the Record. Chairman Cicilline asked Mr. Sutton to “[p]lease identify all factors that Amazon’s
algorithm considers when listing and ranking product search results and explain why each is
considered.”92 Through its outside counsel, Amazon responded that it “designs its shopping and
discovery experience to feature the items customers will want to purchase, regardless of whether
they are offered by Amazon or one of its selling partners.”93 It further stated that “Amazon
considers many factors when choosing the shopping results featured for customers, including, for
example, customer actions (such as how frequently an item was purchased), information about
the item (such as title, price, and description), and availability.”94 Amazon’s answer omitted any
mention of its display of sponsored results from third-party sellers or its own private-label brands
within search results. Instead, Amazon referenced such listings only when responding to
questions specifically about paid listings or private-brand advertising.95 Amazon stated that
“sponsored listings” might appear “in the first page of shopping results on mobile” and “on the
first page of shopping results on desktop.”96 But it did not otherwise explain how sponsored
listings related to or differed from search results.
Two investigative reports published within a day of each other contained allegations that
contradicted Amazon’s representations to the Committee. In an October 13, 2021 article
referenced previously, Reuters reported that it had reviewed internal Amazon documents that
“show for the first time that, at least in India, manipulating search results to favor Amazon’s own
products, as well as copying other sellers’ goods, were part of a formal, clandestine strategy at
Amazon—and that high-level executives were told about it.”97 Among other things, Amazon
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“used a technique called ‘search seeding’ to boost the rankings of its AmazonBasics and Solimo
brand goods, according to [an internal] 2016 private-brand report.”98
Likewise, on October 14, 2021, The Markup reported that, contrary to Amazon’s
representations, “Amazon places products from its house brands and products exclusive to the
site ahead of those from competitors.”99 The Markup’s analysis of Amazon search results for
3,492 popular products revealed that Amazon “gave its brands the top spot . . . above competitors
that had both better ratings and more reviews than the Amazon brand or exclusive product.”100
Investigators discovered that “knowing only whether a product was an Amazon brand or
exclusive could predict in seven out of every 10 cases whether Amazon would place it first in
search results. These listings are not visibly marked as ‘sponsored’ and they are part of a grid
that Amazon identifies as ‘search results’ in the site’s source code.”101 The Markup additionally
explained how this practice advantaged Amazon and disadvantaged third-party sellers: “By
giving its brands top billing, Amazon is giving itself a significant leg up in sales. The first three
items on the search results page get 64 percent of clicks, according to one ex-Amazon-employeeturned-consultant.”102
3. The Committee Offers Amazon a Final Opportunity to Provide Evidence
Substantiating Its Contested Claims, but Amazon Fails to Do So
Following the third round of investigative reporting that contradicted Amazon’s
representations to the Committee about its use of third-party seller data, and the additional
reporting that contradicted Amazon’s representations about self-preferencing in search results,
the Committee sent a letter to Amazon’s CEO, Andy Jassy.103 The October 18, 2021 letter stated:
“At best, this reporting confirms that Amazon’s representatives misled the Committee. At worst,
it demonstrates that they may have lied to Congress in possible violation of federal criminal
law.”104 “In light of the serious nature of this matter, we are providing you with a final
opportunity to provide exculpatory evidence to corroborate the prior testimony and statements on
behalf of Amazon to the Committee.”105 Among other things, the Committee requested sworn
98
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responses clarifying “how Amazon uses non-public individual seller data to develop and market
its own line of products” and “how Amazon advantages its own products over products from
other sellers in its search rankings”; “[a]ll documents referred to in the Reuters report”; and other
supporting business records and communications.106
Instead, the Committee received a short and unsworn letter on November 1, 2021 from
Mr. Huseman that did not provide any new information.107 Mr. Huseman again merely claimed
that the cited “articles appear to repeat key misunderstandings and speculation, and in the
process come to inaccurate conclusions.”108 He summarized Amazon’s testimony before, and
correspondence with, the Committee.109 He described Amazon’s May 15, 2020 letter responding
to The Wall Street Journal article as having “detailed the fundamental errors in the article’s
reporting”110 and repeated the assertion in Amazon’s October 4, 2020 letter that “electronic
records of data queries related to the two products cited in the article confirmed that—in
compliance with the Seller Data Protection Policy—a single former employee pulled and
analyzed only aggregate data for both products.”111 Mr. Huseman again did not explain or
provide Amazon’s “electronic records of data queries.”
With respect to the Reuters article, Mr. Huseman wrote that “we are looking into the
allegations,” which “will take time.”112 Nonetheless, Mr. Huseman apparently was able to
conclude that, in the article, “Reuters does not distinguish between aggregate seller data—which
is used by many retailers and is consistent with our Seller Data Protection Policy—and nonpublic seller-specific data that might implicate the policy.”113 Moreover, to the extent the article
discussed Amazon’s use of “‘reference’ or ‘benchmark’ brands” in deciding on “a private brand
product’s design, product characteristics, quality characteristics, and price point,” Mr. Huseman
described this practice as “common” in retail.114 He did not, however, reconcile Amazon’s
“common” use of data for a product potentially sold by one seller with Mr. Sutton’s sworn
testimony that Amazon did not use individual third-party seller data in its private-label business.
In response to The Markup article, Mr. Huseman asserted that the reporting “conflates the
routine product marketing many retailers engage in with the distinct results Amazon provides
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customers in response to shopping queries.”115 He claimed that Amazon had made this
distinction clear to the Committee in its October 11, 2019 responses to Subcommittee Chairman
Cicilline’s Questions for the Record where, according to Mr. Huseman, Amazon had “clarified
the difference between organic shopping results provided in response to customer queries, paid
advertisements, sponsored listings, and other marketing and promotional services.”116 Those
responses, however, never used the phrase “organic shopping results” nor even the word
“organic.” In fact, they described Amazon’s “Sponsored Products and Sponsored Brands” as
listings that would “appear in the Amazon store’s shopping results pages”—as opposed to
something separate and distinct.117 In any event, Mr. Huseman conceded that “Amazon might
occasionally surface promotions for its own products that are clearly labeled ‘featured from our
brands,’ ‘recommended for you from our brands,’ or ‘top rated from our brands.’”118 He offered
no response, however, to The Markup article’s allegation that Amazon listed its own products
first “in the search results grid” itself through “source code [that] identified [those products] as
‘sponsored’—though that label isn’t shown to the public.”119
In addition to Mr. Huseman’s letter, Amazon made available for interview a partner from
Wachtell, Lipton, Rosen & Katz—one of its outside counsel involved in Amazon’s examination
of employee compliance with its Seller Data Protection Policy—and different from the law firm
that was otherwise handling Amazon’s communications with the Committee, Covington &
Burling LLP.120 Over the course of three interviews with Committee staff, counsel from
Wachtell explained at a high level how Amazon had conducted its investigation into employee
compliance with its Seller Data Protection Policy: Amazon had searched for any complaints of,
or email chatter about, violations of the policy. Counsel claimed that Amazon did not find any
bad actors had intentionally violated the policy—with perhaps one unexplained exception.
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Counsel stated that Amazon found no pattern of misconduct—although there were “inadvertent
technical violations” of the policy. And counsel represented that Amazon’s controls to ensure
compliance with its policy have worked all along—although they were completely overhauled in
November 2020, a few months after The Wall Street Journal article was published.
Counsel had little information to offer concerning Amazon’s search algorithms or
displays and mainly restated the few conclusory points that Mr. Huseman had made in his letter.
Counsel noted that Amazon had not investigated the allegations in The Markup article as
extensively as those in The Wall Street Journal article. But Counsel represented that Amazon
was “adamant” that its search algorithms were indifferent to whether a particular product is sold
by Amazon—although counsel did not offer any documents to corroborate this claim.
Following questioning from Committee staff, counsel revealed that yet another law firm,
K&L Gates, had led Amazon’s internal investigation into the allegations in The Wall Street
Journal article and produced a written report. Counsel also confirmed the reports that Amazon
had conducted more internal audits of employees’ compliance with Amazon’s policies on
competitive use of third-party seller data than previously disclosed to the Committee. But
counsel claimed that the audits had revealed no compliance problems. As for the allegations in
the Reuters article, counsel represented that Amazon was continuing to investigate the matter,
but it had been unable to locate the documents specifically identified in the article.
Committee staff asked counsel to provide business records and communications that
would support Amazon’s claims that its employees complied with the Seller Data Protection
Policy. Counsel stated that Amazon was not waiving its attorney-client or attorney-work-product
privilege and therefore would not provide any documents substantiating its claims. It would not
provide K&L Gates’s report concerning the allegations in The Wall Street Journal article. It
would not provide its prior audits or internal investigations, even in redacted form. And it would
not provide the business records or communications reviewed during its audits or investigations.
Committee staff therefore requested to interview the attorney(s) at K&L Gates who led
Amazon’s internal investigation of The Wall Street Journal’s allegations. In addition, staff
requested a privilege log of the documents related to the Seller Data Protection Policy—
including those referenced in the cited articles—that Amazon is withholding from the Committee
on privilege grounds. Amazon has provided neither.
Amazon instead provided a short letter from its outside counsel at Covington on
December 17, 2021 that summarizes Amazon’s communications with the Committee.121 Much of
the letter quantifies the number of pages of documents and letters that Amazon has provided. The
letter labels Amazon’s responses to Committee inquiries as “comprehensive,” “clarifying,” and
“detailed,” but ignores that Amazon never offered information directly responsive to the relevant
inquiries.122 As just one example: Although, as Amazon elsewhere represented, it maintains
121
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“electronic records of data queries” by its employees,123 Amazon never gave the Committee
those records or the requested documentation of specific instances where employees violated the
Seller Data Protection Policy (or otherwise used individual seller data to advantage Amazon’s
private-label business). Rather, Amazon filled the pages of its responses to the Committee with
repeated recitations of how its policy was supposed to work in theory.124 But such a
description—no matter how comprehensive or detailed—does not respond to Committee
members’ requests that Amazon identify each instance where an employee violated that policy.
Amazon’s withholding of that information deprived the Committee of the opportunity to assess
for itself what Amazon’s records revealed about the efficacy of its policy in practice and the
accuracy of its representations to the Committee.
Moreover, even in this most recent letter, Amazon is still changing its story. Amazon’s
counsel writes that “the use of ‘benchmark’ or ‘reference’ products to inform the development of
Private Brands products—if true—would conform to the practices of other retailers.”125 Amazon
included no such qualifier in its November 1, 2021 letter to the Committee, where it explained
that “creating private brands that are similar or even identical to existing brands is a common
retail practice.”126 Although Amazon initially denied the practice through Mr. Sutton’s
testimony, it later conceded that its private-label business uses public individual seller data,
“including sales rank, product attributes, and customer ratings.”127 Amazon’s effort to walk back
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these representations is a continuation of the same pattern of obfuscation that Amazon has
displayed repeatedly in its communications with the Committee.
4. The Circumstances Strongly Suggest that Amazon and Its Executives Were
Acting with an Improper Purpose
Amazon was caught in a lie after Mr. Sutton testified that Amazon did not use any thirdparty seller data to advantage its private-label business. Its subsequent efforts to clarify the
applicable policy—by distinguishing “aggregate” seller data, which the private-label business
could use, from “individual” seller data, which the private-label business could not use—proved
to be misleading for products for which that distinction was meaningless. And when multiple,
credible reports offered specific evidence that Amazon employees regularly violated the Seller
Data Protection Policy, and senior officials knew about this practice, Amazon offered little more
than a declaration that it was “satisfied” that Amazon takes its policy seriously.
What Amazon does not appear to take seriously is its obligation to provide truthful and
complete responses to Committee inquiries. Its testimony and written statements concerning its
use of third-party seller data and its search algorithms appear to have been inaccurate and
misleading, and it has withheld material information without valid justification.
The primary justification that Amazon offers for its withholding of material business
records and communications—attorney-client and attorney-work-product privilege—is invalid
on its face. The common-law rules governing non-constitutional privileges applicable to
proceedings in U.S. courts128 are not binding on Congress, where “[e]ach House may determine
the Rules of its Proceedings.”129 As the Committee informed Amazon at least as early as
September 2019, consistent with longstanding practice, the Committee “does not recognize[] any
purported non-disclosure privileges associated with the common law including, but not limited to
. . . the attorney-client privilege, and attorney work product protections.”130
Even were Congress bound by the rules of common-law privilege, moreover, those rules
would not justify Amazon’s withholding of information here. First, Amazon has made only
blanket assertions of privilege in refusing to turn over evidence corroborating its claims of
employee compliance with the Seller Data Protection Policy. But “a ‘blanket assertion of the
privilege does not suffice.’”131 Second, Amazon has declined to turn over company documents
and records that attorneys reviewed as part of its internal audits and investigations. In its
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December 17, 2021 letter, for example, Amazon explained its refusal by describing documents
merely “relating to the investigation” that K&L Gates led in 2020 as “protected by the attorneyclient privilege and attorney work product doctrine.”132 But the mere fact that an attorney has
reviewed a document or record does not shield it from production. Privilege does not protect
either the “underlying facts and data possessed by [Amazon] and its employees” or “pre-existing
business documents.”133 Third and finally, Amazon asserts attorney-work-product privilege over
all post-2015 work product created as part of any attorney-led internal investigations of
Amazon’s compliance with its Seller Data Protection Policy. But the attorney-work-product
privilege attaches only to “documents and tangible things that are prepared in anticipation of
litigation or for trial.”134 Amazon has failed to establish the requisite connection between its
attorneys’ work product and specific litigation.
Amazon additionally justifies its refusal to turn over its internal audits and investigations
by quoting a July 17, 2020 letter that it sent to the Committee during the last Congress.135 In that
July 2020 letter, Amazon wrote: “Consistent with our agreement with your staff in connection
with the Committee’s upcoming hearing to discuss this topic, and notwithstanding any
outstanding Committee requests, this is Amazon’s final production of documents and the
Committee does not expect any further production to be made.”136 Amazon now characterizes
this letter as memorializing an agreement that, in exchange for the testimony of Mr. Bezos,
“Amazon would not produce, and the Committee did not expect to receive, the audits or
investigation records.”137 Amazon overstates its case. During the summer of 2020, the
Committee merely recognized, as stated in the Chairs’ forward to the Digital Markets Report,
that “insufficient time exist[ed] to pursue these additional materials during [the 116th]
Congress.”138 Critically, however, “the Committee expressly reserve[d] the right to invoke other
available options, including compulsory process, to obtain the requested information in the
future.”139 Amazon’s July 2020 letter in no way excuses any misrepresentations to the
Committee or any refusals to provide material information. During the last Congress as well as
during this Congress—when new investigative reporting raised additional questions about the
132
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veracity of Amazon’s representations—Amazon was obligated to respond to Committee
inquiries accurately and completely.
In sum, Amazon has declined multiple opportunities to demonstrate with credible
evidence that it made accurate and complete representations to the Committee during the
Committee’s digital-markets investigation. The Committee’s findings and credible investigative
reports suggest that Amazon’s representations were misleading and incomplete. And Amazon’s
failure to correct or corroborate those representations suggests that Amazon and its executives
have acted intentionally to improperly influence, obstruct, or impede the Committee’s
investigation and inquiries.140
D. Referral
Courts have long recognized that “[a] legislative body cannot legislate wisely or
effectively in the absence of information respecting the conditions which the legislation is
intended to affect or change; and where the legislative body does not itself possess the requisite
information—which not infrequently is true—recourse must be had to others who do possess
it.”141 The Committee spent 16 months exercising this fundamental truth-seeking function to
uncover facts about competitive conditions in digital markets, and Committee members have
since proposed legislation to correct the problems uncovered by that investigation.142 Yet
throughout this process, Amazon repeatedly endeavored to thwart the Committee’s efforts to
uncover the truth about Amazon’s business practices. For this, it must be held accountable. We
therefore refer this matter to the Department to investigate whether Amazon or its executives
obstructed Congress or violated other applicable federal laws.
Thank you for your attention to this important matter.
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